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ABSTRACT

Arguably the most important part of automatically assessing
a new reader’s literacy is in verifying his pronunciation of
read-aloud target words. But the pronunciation evaluation
task is especially difficult in children, non-native speakers,
and pre-literates. Traditional likelihood ratio thresholding
methods do not generalize easily, and even expert human
evaluators do not always agree on what constitutes an
acceptable pronunciation. We propose new recognition- and
alignment-based features in a decision tree classification
framework, along with the use of prior linguistic information
and human perceptual evaluations. Our classification
methods demonstrate a 91% agreement with the voted
results of 20 human evaluators who agree among themselves
85% of the time.
Index Terms: children’s speech, literacy, pronunciation

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatically assessing a child’s literacy skills is a complex
problem. Based on a read-aloud speech signal along with
prior knowledge of the expected target utterance, we can
infer quite a bit – the child’s confidence in reading, his level
of fluency or comfort, even the influence and degree of non-
native phonetics – just as a real reading tutor could. But how
we can distinguish a mispronunciation based on
underdeveloped reading skills from one caused by a non-
native accent or speaker-dependent speech production
difficulties is another matter. Here the problem lies in
teasing apart these various factors in an effort to provide an
accurate and meaningful assessment of literacy, aside from
expected variations in accent or pronunciation.

In an ASR task such as this, a given mispronunciation
cannot be presumed to be the sole result of any one source.
The child who, when prompted with the word /f ay n d/
(“find”), reads aloud something that sounds like /f ih n d/,
probably does so because of an unfamiliarity with the
orthographic conventions of English letter-to-sound rules.
However, first-graders of Mexican-American background
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opulate much of the Los Angeles public school system)
t read the target word “two” more like “do” because of
horter Voice Onset Time in Spanish-accented stops [5],
hances are this pronunciation variant would not be the
uct of poor reading skills, and therefore should not be
ssed as such. Combine this ambiguity with an easily
usable wordlist (typical Grade 1 words: well/will,
so, etc.) and the high age-dependent variability of
ren’s speech [6], and you have an evaluation problem
which simple word-level recognition grammars and
tional log-likelihood ratio thresholding will not suffice.
A reasonable solution, then, would be to customize the
ssment algorithm to account for those predictable
emic insertions, deletions, and substitutions which prior
ledge of the speaker set and target vocabulary deem

ptable for the literacy assessment task, as in the do/two
above [8]. Though this is in a sense possible (and is the
od used in this study), it perhaps becomes an intractable
lem for larger vocabularies demanding overspecified
istic rule sets. Additionally, experts in child literacy
t always agree on what constitutes an acceptable
ronunciation by a speaker with a nonnative accent (see
ion 3 for details on correlation among human
tators), so there is always a degree of uncertainty in
assigned class labels no matter how specific we allow
priori pronunciation rules to be.

Our main concern in this study was to tackle the
unciation evaluation problem as a preliminary but
ial step of this proposed literacy assessment - to
pare our automatic results with those obtained from
ble human ears and to generalize our methods such that
might be easily adapted to suit the young reader’s ever-
nding vocabulary.

2. PRONUNCIATION VERIFICATION

likelihood that a given time-series of observations is
istent with a target model is given by the probability
ession ( )iOP λ| . To generate a more refined score of
confidence that O belongs to class iλ , the classic
od [9] is to take a ratio of these likelihood probabilities:
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where fλ is a generalized “filler” model for all
miscellaneous speech. Taking the log of τ we can turn the
likelihood ratio into a difference of log-likelihoods. And
choosing an appropriate threshold T we can empirically
optimize the binary decision of accepting or rejecting the
pronunciation: for T≥τ we accept, for T<τ we reject.

This is how word-level verification is often performed,
though it has been shown to be less than useful in all but the
simplest of recognition tasks, since the threshold is not
easily generalized for a large vocabulary; depending on their
phonetic properties, certain words will require a verification
threshold farther from the filler model than others. One
suggested improvement [7] is to use a unique filler model
for each target word, one that omits any instances of the
target word in question during the training stage, though this
necessitates retraining acoustic models each time the reading
list vocabulary is changed (as it often will be).

Clearly this classification task demands more features,
and perhaps a more complex classification algorithm.
Sources such as [2] and [3] suggest deriving new acoustic
scores based on a recognition grammar over the entire task
vocabulary, rather than from fixed alignment of the target
word and global filler model. Likelihood scores for
linguistically close pronunciations will serve as a
discriminative foil for the target pronunciation’s acoustic
model (a finer-grain and pronunciation-oriented version of
the word-dependent filler model mentioned above), and the
distant words need not be considered, and will not be
recognized except in the case of an extreme
mispronunciation. In this way we can then estimate the filler
model dynamically without severe training overhead, and
focus on improving performance in the case more commonly
seen in pronunciation verification – that of false acceptance.

As for the classifier, a linear threshold is a good place to
start, but the framework needs to be augmented to account
for cases where, for example, the log-likelihood ratio is
relatively high but the target likelihood component is not, or
the target word is not recognized despite the high score
computed upon alignment with the target model (both cases
and many more idiosyncratic were well-represented in the
data). For this reason, and because of its acceptance of both
binary and continuous features and its easy interpretability,
we decided to use a decision tree classifier for our
pronunciation assessment. Details about this algorithm and
its features are discussed in Section 4.

Now what about making use of the specialized prior
knowledge alluded to in the Introduction? An effective and
scalable way of incorporating the acceptable but non-
canonical pronunciations into the verification task is to
augment the recognition dictionary with all acceptable
pronunciation variants, derived both from known linguistic
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of the students’ native language or foreign accent
] and from careful analysis of the transcriptions, as an
ation of what to expect.
We also propose using human evaluation knowledge
es on the transcription level. This is more or less an
pervised learning task – we do not know in advance the
” class labels, acceptable or unacceptable, for any of
pronunciations, because even expert labelers cannot
ys agree when evaluating pronunciation. So to train an
rate decision tree, we’ll need to somehow estimate the
class labels using human evaluations – the same human
uations collected for purposes of comparison with our
matic classification results. Our method intends to
onstrate an improvement in the classification results
n said classifier is informed by human evaluations.

3. HUMAN EVALUATIONS

data used in this study comes from the Tball Corpus [4],
h was gathered at Los Angeles area schools and
vated by a long-term goal to develop automatic literacy
ssment software for elementary school teachers. The
cular subset we used is the Grade 1 word list recordings,
isting of 2076 one-word utterances from roughly an
l number of boys and girls, ages 5-8, over a 51-word
bulary typical of first grade reading ability.
Our evaluation consisted of a set of 102 utterances, two
ples of each target word from the Grade 1 word list,
sentative of typical canonical and noncanonical
unciations, respectively. Our 20 evaluators – 3 of them
ers, 8 of them native American English speakers, all of

ing degrees of Spanish language fluency – were asked to
each item as “acceptable” or “unacceptable” based on

hild’s pronunciation of the target word. “Unsure” was
given as a choice, though we mapped this response to
cceptable,” assuming that a live reading tutor would err
he side of rejecting a good pronunciation rather than
pting a bad one. A pairwise measurement of our
uators’ Kappa agreement resulted in a mean score of
with a standard deviation of 0.10 (in terms of percent

ement this was 85.1% with a standard deviation of 6%).
In addition to using our evaluation results as a metric
ur automated procedure, we also wanted to explore the

an raters’ performance with respect to their English and
ish abilities, and their teaching experience. Figure 1
s how evaluator performance varied with some
rent groupings. Though the expert teacher agreement is
erically higher than the non-teacher class, we found with
confidence that the teachers did not have statistically

er inter-agreement than the non-teachers. The same was
of the native vs. non-native agreement means. This
ates that experts and native speakers do not necessarily

eive pronunciation with dramatically more agreement
anyone else.



4. ALGORITHMIC DETAILS

4.1. Acoustic Model Training
The basic acoustic models used in all these experiments
come from the Kindergarten Wordlist and Beethoven
Elementary subsets of the Tball data (which are disjunct
from the Grade 1 recordings mentioned above). All
recordings were transcribed on the word level, then
segmented on the word boundaries so that
silence/background models could be trained separately from
the phoneme models. After expanding the word
transcriptions into canonical phone-level pronunciations,
Hidden Markov Models for each phone were trained in HTK
[1] using embedded re-estimation with MFCCs (plus delta,
acceleration, and energy coefficients). Each monophone
HMM had a standard three-state topology with 16 Gaussian
mixtures per state. The silence/background model had 256
mixtures per state, which we found was necessary for
accurate endpointing when measuring the students’ response
time (as an indication of their fluency). Using all the speech
data, we also trained a generalized word-level filler model
with three states and 16 mixtures per state - this word-level
filler performed better than a comparable phone-level filler.

4.2. Feature Selection
The features chosen for pronunciation verification are all
derived from word alignment and recognition likelihood
scores. For baseline experiments with the traditional
approach, we used only the traditional confidence measure
in Section 2, calculated based on the likelihood score after
alignment with the target word models normalized by two
different filler models (for comparison): the general word-
level filler, and a dynamic filler derived from the likelihood
score of the recognized word. The G1 list contained many
examples of phonetically close pronunciations, so the best
result returned by the recognizer should serve as an
indication of pronunciation variability. For the baseline
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Figure 1. Distribution of evaluator agreement (Kappa), grouped
as Native and Non-native speakers, varying Spanish ability, and
teachers vs. non-teachers.
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hold classifiers, these scores were obtained with the
onary of canonical pronunciations – no prior linguistic
were used.

Training of the decision tree classifier included all these
line features – target word likelihood score, recognized

likelihood score, word-level filler, dynamic filler, and
ombinations of likelihood ratios – though a dictionary of
unciation variants was used to obtain target word
ment scores, and the dynamic filler was calculated by

aging the likelihood scores of the 20-best results. The
recognition result was included as a binary feature (1 if
tched the target word, 0 if it didn’t), and the percentage
e 20-best results which matched the target was also
ded as a feature. The differences between comparable
t and recognized word likelihood ratios were included
ell. And the student’s response time and word duration

also used as features, as they may be indicative of
unciation fluency.

Experimental Setup
threshold imposed on the baseline log-likelihood ratios
determined empirically over a wide range of possible
holds, the best one being selected based on highest
ement with the human evaluations. As the true class
ls were unknown for this task, we explored two
niques for assigning class labels to the decision tree’s
ing set: one, take a majority “vote” of the human
uations for what the true class should be (these voted

labels had 93% average agreement with the three
rt teacher evaluators); two, use the word-level
criptions so that if the transcribed word matches the
t word, we put it in the acceptance class, otherwise it’s
e rejection class. The latter method does not necessarily
e in the pronunciation verification case, since an
ptable mispronunciation might generate a different
onary word as surface form (as with do/two); however,
transcription class labels were found to agree with the
d ones 95% of the time, so the method seemed a valid
ce – we can think of the transcriptions as data from
her expert human evaluator (and they are, in fact), with
h to compare our automatic results. These decision tree
ing methods were compared using a leave-one-out
svalidation procedure over the entire evaluation set. The
sion tree was trained using the C4.5 algorithm
emented in the Weka toolkit [10].

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

results of our four classifiers are enumerated in Table 1,
gside statistics for inter-evaluator agreement. Each
rithm is compared to the expert teacher evaluators, the
d approximation of the “true” class labels, and an
age with respect to all 20 evaluators. In the context of
work, the log-likelihood ratio threshold classifier with
general filler model (threshold : general) can be



Kappa P(agreement)

teachers 0.77 0.89

voted 0.85 0.93inter-evaluator

all 0.69 0.85

teachers 0.59 0.80

voted 0.66 0.83
threshold : general

(baseline)
all 0.55 0.78

teachers 0.72 0.87

voted 0.82 0.91threshold : dynamic

all 0.67 0.84

teachers 0.72 0.86

voted 0.80 0.90tree : voting

all 0.68 0.84

teachers 0.72 0.86

voted 0.82 0.91tree : transcripts

all 0.67 0.84
Table 1. Mean Kappa and agreement statistics for human
evaluators and four classifiers, compared with expert teacher
evaluators, the voted class labels, and averaged over all evaluators.

considered as a baseline for automatic verification. And, as
expected, it performed the poorest of the four algorithms.
The other three all had very similar performance, and came
well within the 6% standard deviation of the inter-evaluator
agreement scores. The voted class labels (an approximation
of what the “true” classes may be) agree with all human
evaluators 93% of the time, on average, so a 90-91%
agreement with the voted class labels indicates that these
classification algorithms perform about as well as a human
evaluator. And since the teachers agree among themselves
89% of the time, our 86-87% agreement with the teachers
suggests these automatic methods can serve about as well as
an expert evaluator. In outperforming the baseline, the other
classifiers demonstrated that expert prior knowledge, in the
form of human evaluations and acceptable pronunciation
variants, can dramatically improve classifier performance, as
we had hypothesized.

Of the three best classifiers, the simple threshold
classifier with dynamic filler model (threshold : dynamic)
performed as well or better than the more complex decision
trees. However, to set the optimal decision threshold for
both of the traditional classification schemes, we explored a
range of thresholds and chose the one with the highest
agreement with human evaluations. Consequently, we can
say that we have an over-optimistic setting for the traditional
threshold systems, because we used test set performance
information to iteratively perfect the classification of the test
set itself. Whereas the decision tree results are based on a
leave-one-out crossvalidation procedure which keeps the
training and test instances separate and relies on human
evaluations only as training set labels. But the high threshold
: dynamic results suggest that the large number of
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neous features may not be necessary. After pruning, the
sion trees were found to branch only on the following

attributes: the binary recognition result, the percentage
e 20 best results which match the target word, and the
t word likelihood score.
Using the transcript-based class labels to train the
sion tree (tree : transcripts) resulted in a slightly better
age agreement with the human evaluations. This seems
dicate that the human evaluators were choosing to reject
onunciation if the variant resulted in a new dictionary
, and would accept only what they perceived to be a
ce form variant of the target word that did not become

ntirely different word, much like word-level transcribers.
can conclude, then, that to provide class labels for our
sion tree’s training set, we probably only need one
rt evaluator: a transcriber.
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